Recent Library Acquisitions
The following list of books recently added to the catalogue include books both purchased and donated also recently added e-books which are available via RSM Members Only web pages
www.rsm.ac.uk.

BF 692 GRA
GRAHAM Philip Jeremy
Men and sex: a sexual script approach.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2017

QZ 200 FLE
FLETCHER Christopher D.M.
Expert Consult

QZ 200 RAG
RAGHAVAN Derek et al.
Textbook of uncommon cancer. 5th edition

WG 100 BRA
BRAUNWALD Eugene, 1929- et al.
Philadelphia, Elsevier, 2019

WI 100 YAM
YAMADA Tadataka et al.
Chichester, Wiley-Blackwell, 2016

WL 100 VIN
HUITINGA Ingeborg & WEBSTER Maree J.
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2018
Handbook of Clinical Neurology, Vol.150, 3rd Series
WL 100 VIN
VALLAR Giuseppe & COSLETT H. Branch
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2018
Handbook of Clinical Neurology, Vol.151, 3rd Series

WL 100 VIN
BREW Bruce James
Handbook of clinical neurology. Volume 152. The neurology of HIV infection.
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2018
Handbook of Clinical Neurology, Vol.152, 3rd Series

WM 100 KAP
KAPLAN Harold I. et al.
Kaplan and Sadock's Comprehensive textbook of psychiatry. [2 volume set]. Edited by Benjamin James Sadock, Virginia Alcott Sadock and Pedro Ruiz. 10th edition
Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc., Wolters Kluwer, 2017

WO 142 STE
STERNBERG Stephen S. et al.